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The sound of        
super
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Super-power users demand absolute 

reliability from their hearing instruments 

each and every day.  

ReSound Sparx™ is a powerful device that 

has been built to be dependable, easy to use, 

and provide an impressively long battery 

life.
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ReSound Sparx™ was specifically 

created with the super-power user 

in mind. 

This remarkable fusion of power 

and sound quality will enhance 

every aspect of your life – from 

conversations with family and 

friends to listening to the sounds 

of every day living.
 

This sophisticated super-power hearing instru-

ment can be precisely fine-tuned to provide you 

with the sound quality you prefer. 

When you listen to ReSound Sparx, you will 

experience maximum volume with unparalleled 

sound quality.  ReSound Sparx not only enables 

you to consistently hear the sounds of speech, 

but it also allows you to appreciate the count-

less sounds of the world you live in. 

“My Sparx hearing aids are great!  They’re 

much more powerful that my old aids and 

even when I turn them up, they don’t squeal.”  

From competitor hearing instruments to ReSound Sparx™ 

“I never used to be able to hear the birds.  
When I changed to the ReSound Sparx I 
heard all sorts of sounds that I had not 
heard in a long time.”  

From analog hearing instrument to ReSound Sparx™

The power
you demand 

Sound quality  
beyond compare 

When you listen to ReSound Sparx™ you can’t help 

but notice the added power it delivers.  But, power is 

useless if it is accompanied by constant feedback (an-

noying whistling sounds) --- as is often the case with 

other super-power hearing instruments.  ReSound 

Sparx™ controls feedback by accurately predicting 

when feedback will occur and suppressing it before 

you can hear it. 

ReSound Sparx combines the power you need with 

excellent feedback control to ensure the comfort you 

deserve. 


